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NEW PORTLAND PULLOVER TO KEEP PUPS WARM 
New Fleece Coat to Launch in August 

 
SuperZoo Booth #13140 

 
OAKDALE, Minn. – Pet parents don’t have to sacrifice style for practicality with Gold Paw Series’ 
dogwear line. The Portland Pullover, the brand’s newest addition to the line, is a stylish new signature 
designed to protect dogs from harsh weather conditions. 
 
Gold Paw Series’ Portland Pullover coat features a BIONIC-
FINISH®ECO Soft Shell. The Soft Shell’s inside is made of 
recycled polyester fleece and offers added protection with a 
stretchy smooth outside that is treated with the BIONIC-
FINISH®ECO. The BIONIC-FINISH®ECO, by Rudolf Group, 
repels water and dirt, keeping man’s best friend dry and warm 
during rain or snow. The coat also features a soft fleece neckline 
that when pulled down doubles as a stylish cowl, or pulled up 
acts as an additional weather shield. 
 
The Portland Pullover will be available in August 2014, with orders being taken now. Sizes range from 6-
26, a variety that accommodates tiny Chihuahuas and strong German Shepherds alike. Color options 
consist of classic shade combinations, including Camel with Eggplant, Red with Gray, and Ocean Blue 
accented with Robin’s Egg Blue.  
 
True to Gold Paw Series’ standards, the new pullover is made with low-impact dyes, sewn in the USA and 
is Bluesign® certified. Even the tags are made with recycled materials. To learn more, visit the Gold Paw 
Series website at www.GoldPawSeries.com or call 651-330-9434.  
 
About Gold Paw Series 
Founded in 2006, Gold Paw Series is a family-run dogwear company dedicated to improving the lives of 
dogs and their owners with thoughtful, practical solutions to everyday problems. All of their products are 
proudly sewn in the USA, which is also where many of the materials are sourced. The company is firmly 
committed to finding new ways to reduce the impact of Gold Paw Series products on the environment, 
from raising the percentage of recycled materials in their textiles to using biodegradable packaging. But 
delivering exceptional customer service is where the company really shines. Gold Paw Series is so 
confident in the quality of their products, they offer free repairs for life. For the full story, visit 
www.GoldPawSeries.com.  
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